
Mathematis 134 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 2Exam 2 { Things To KnowMarh 17, 2006General InformationAs announed in the ourse syllabus, the seond full-period midterm exam of thesemester will be given in lass on Friday, Marh 24. The format will be similar to that ofthe �rst midterm exam, and the midterms last semester. The exam will over the materialsine the �rst exam (Quizzes 4,5,6), inluding the following material from Chapter 7,setions 2,3,4,5,6, and Chapter 8, setions 1,2,3,7,8:1) Integrals by parts: Seleting appropriate u and dv, omputing du and v, using theparts formula R u dv = uv � R v du, then �nishing the integral on the right. Reallthat this might involve using parts again, or another method suh as substitution.2) Integrals by partial frations: Division to get degree of numerator less than the degreeof the denominator, fatorization of the denominator, setting up partial frations,solving for oeÆients, integration of resulting simpler rational funtions.3) Integrals by the table: Reognizing the appropriate entry, using redution formulasrepeatedly if neessary. Be aware that a preliminary substitution might be neessaryto take an integral to one of the forms in the table.4) Left-hand sum, Midpoint sum, Right-hand sum, Trapezoidal rules for approximatenumerial integration { I might ask you to ompute an approximate value with oneor more of these methods, but only for simple funtions and small n. I might alsoask \qualitative" questions about whih methods give over- or under-estimates inpartiular situations.5) Appliations of integrals:a) Areas and volumes by integration { know how to set up an integral formula bysliing, approximating the area or volume of the slie, summing, then takinga limit to get an integral. You may need to use any one of the methods weknow to evaluate one of these. Important speial ase { volumes of solids ofrevolution. Know how to distinguish between the ases of disk or ring (\washer")ross-setions, and how to set up the integrals in eah ase.b) Total mass and enter of mass of an objet of spei�ed shape and given densityfuntion.) Ar length of urvesd) Probability density funtions, umulative distribution funtions, probabilities,means.There will be a review for the exam in lass on Wednesday, Marh 22. Rosie will also beavailable for \last minute" questions Thursday evening at the usual time.Sample Exam QuestionsNote: The atual exam will only have 7 or 8 \parts;" this list is somewhat longer than theatual exam will be. 1



I. Compute eah of the integrals below using integration by parts or partial frations:A) R x2e�2x dxB) R x+1x3�4x dxII. Compute eah of the following integrals using an entry or entries from the table ofintegrals. Say whih entry or entries you are using.A) R px2 � 9 dxB) R os4(6x) dxIII. Whih of the methods LEFT, RIGHT, MID, TRAP is guaranteed to give an overesti-mate for R 40 f(x) dx for all numbers n, where the graph y = f(x) is the following?

(There may be more than one!)IV. Let R be the region bounded by y = x3=2 + 1, y = 0, x = 0 and x = 4.A) Sketh the region.B) Find the volume of the solid obtained if R is rotated about the x-axis.C) Set up the integral to ompute volume of the solid obtained if R is rotated about theline y = 10.D) What is the length of the top boundary urve of the region R?V. A thin metal plate has the shape of the region in the plane bounded by y = sin(x),y = 0, x = 0, and x = �=2. The density of the material of the plate at x is �(x) = x+ 1grams per unit area.A) Compute the total mass of the plate.B) Set up (but do not evaluate) the formula to ompute the x-oordinate of the enterof mass. 2



VI.
A) For whih value  is p(x) above a valid probability density funtion (pdf).B) A random value is seleted with distribution desribed by p(x). What is the probabilitythat 1 < x < 2?Also see Problem Sets 4,5,6, the last three quizzes, and the Review Problems from theends of Chapters 7,8 in the text for other pratie problems.
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